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ABSTRACT
Polarization experiments and a potentiostatic pulse technique have been used to show that a monolayer coverage of
zinc effectively inhibits the absorption of hydrogen into Monel K500. By depositing a monolayer of zinc on Monel K500,
the hydrogen evolution reaction and hydrogen ingress flux rate were reduced by 60%.
The practical use of high strength alloys is limited by
cracking hazards created by the penetration and accumulation of hydrogen in the bulk of the alloy) '2 The sources of
hydrogen causing embrittlement have been encountered in
electroplating, in pickling operations, in the processes of
corrosion or rusting during storage and transportation, and
in the process of cathodic protections. When weakening
alloys, the hydrogen will tend to accumulate in areas of
high stress, and it may reach a critical hydrogen concentration. At this point microcracking will occur and may
lead to a catastrophic fracture that damages the partJ -~
Also, in the presence of absorbed hydrogen, changes occur
in both the lattice structure and the chemical composition
of the alloy.~
Various methods have been proposed to decrease hydrogen embrittlement.7-~~Among these methods are post-heattreatment, alloying addition, laser surface modification,
and shot peening. However, when using these methods, it is
difficult to reduce hydrogenation of the alloy to a level
which eliminates the cracking hazards.
Drazic and Vorkapic n established that the presence of
metal ions (Cd+2, and Zn +2) that are more electronegative
than the cathodic potential for the hydrogen evolution reaction on iron in a 0.25M H2SO~ solution inhibits the hydrogen evolution reaction and corrosion of iron. This effect has
been explained as the underpotential deposition (UPD) of
the adatoms of these metals on iron. By comparing cyclic
voltammetry results with data derived from the Devanathan-Stachurski method (under identical conditions),
it was shown that the underpotential adsorption of zinc,
bismuth, and lead onto AISI 4340 steel and Inconel 718
reduced the amount of both atomic hydrogen adsorbed and
the degree of hydrogen ingress in the substrate) 2-~
The objective of this work was to estimate the effectiveness of the UPD of zinc on the reduction of the hydrogen
evolution rate and on the degree of hydrogen ingress into
Monel K500. A monolayer of zinc was expected to reduce
the surface coverage of adsorbed hydrogen and change the
kinetic parameters of the hydrogen discharge reaction,
thereby inhibiting the corrosion rate and reducing the absorption of hydrogen into Monel K500.

Experimental
Tafel and linear sweep voltammetry were used to investigate the possibility of the underpotential deposition of zinc
on Monel K500, and to determine the diagnostic criteriafor
the identification of the mechanism of hydrogen discharge
in the presence and absence of underpotential deposited
zinc. These techniques were also used to determine the experimental U P D conditions. A potentiostatic pulse tech* Electrochemical Society Student Member.
** Electrochemical Society Active Member.

nique, developed by Pound et al., ~,~8was used to estimate
the rate of hydrogen ingress into the alloy.
The electrochemical cell employed for the Tafel method,
the linear sweep voltammetry studies, and the potentiostatic pulse technique was a conventional three-compartment design with contact between the working electrode
compartment and the reference electrode via a Luggin
probe. The reference electrode was a saturated calomel
electrode (SCE), and the auxiliary electrode was a platinum gauze with a high surface area. The experiments were
conducted using the Model 342C SoftCorr System with the
EG&G Princeton Applied Research potentiostat/galvanstat Model 273 at room temperature (23 • 1~ ACS
Reagent chemicals were used to prepare a 1M Na~SO~, 0.4M
NaC1, and 1M HsBO3 supporting electrolyte. Several hours
before the experiments were conducted, the electrolyte was
degassed by passing prepurified nitrogen through the solution. The Monel K500 electrode (geometric area of 0.5 cm 2)
was inserted into a Teflon holder so that only the flat surface was exposed. The composition of the alloy in weight
percent (w/o) is: AI 2.92, C 0.16, Cu 29.99, Fe 0.64, Mn 0.72,
Ni 64.96, S 0.001, Si 0.15, and Ti 0.46. Prior to each run, the
electrode surface was mechanically polished with 600
grade SiC paper followed by 0.05 v~m aluminum powder to
mirror finish, cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaning bath, and
thoroughly rinsed with deionized water.
By using the potentiostatic pulse technique, the rate of
hydrogen absorption into the Monel K500 electrode and the
trapping constant in the presence and absence of zinc was
estimated from experimental data. The test electrode was
charged at a constant cathodic potential of Ec = -1.0 V vs.
SCE, which gives a monolayer deposition of zinc, for a time
between 1 to 30 s. Then the potential was increased to a
more positive value EA (10 mV more negative than the
open-circuit potential Eoe). The cathodic/anodic current
and total charge accumulation during the cathodic charge/
anodic discharge process was measured simultaneously by
the potentiostat/galvanostat and a recorder. The experimental results were checked by repeating the experiment
for the charging time of 1 s to insure that neither hydrogen
saturation nor internal damage occurred during the cathodic charge process. The details of this technique are explained by PoundJ 7as

Results and Discussion
Cyclic voltammetry.--Figure 1 shows the linear sweep
voltammetric curves which were obtained in the absence
and presence of zinc ions on Monel K500 electrodes by using an electrolyte containing 1M Na2SO~, 0.4M NaCl, and
1M H3BO3 (pH 4) at sweep rate of 100 mV as shown in Fig. 1.
A decrease in hydrogen evolution was observed when the
experiments were carried out in the presence of 5 • 10 -3
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Zn § rather than in the absence of zinc ions. When starting
the cathodic sweep from -0.50 V v s . SCE, two cathodic
peaks were observed in the presence of 5 • 10-3M of zinc
ions. The first peak occurred at a potential of about
-0.88 V v s . SCE, which is more positive than the reversible
Nernst potential ( E ~ = -1.07). Here, the first peak corresponded to the underpotential deposition of zinc on the
Monel. The second peak occurred at a potential of -1.15 V
v s . SCE, which is more negative than the Nernst potential.
This peak represents the bulk deposition of zinc on the
electrode. The two anodic peaks observed are corresponding stripping peaks. Since the underpotential peaks are not
clearly visible in Fig. i because of the large scale of current
density, the enlarged peaks for the concentration of 5 •
10-3M of zinc are shown in Fig. 2. The degree of coverage by
zinc in the underpotential deposition can be estimated by
integrating the corresponding peak's area, which gives a
charge of about 400 ~C/cm 2. According to Frumkin, ~9 the
m a x i m u m coverage of a monolayer of zinc requires a
charge of 450 ~C/cm 2, when the surface roughness factor is
1, the degree of coverage by UPD zinc is about 0.9.
Tafel method.--Cathodic
polarization curves were obtained for the evolution of hydrogen on a zinc-free Monel
K500 electrode surface in an electrolyte containing 1M
Na2SQ, 0.4M NaC1, and 1M H~BO~, and on a Monel K500
surface predeposited with zinc from the same electrolyte in
which 5 x 10-3M of Zn +2was added. In order to deposit zinc,
the electrode (with an area of 0.5 cm z) was held at different
cathodic potentials for 5 m i n each to ensure that zinc deposited on the surface. Then, the experiment was started.
The bulk deposition of zinc occurred on the surface when
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the applied potential was at -1.10 V v s . SCE, which is
consistent with the results in the cyclic voltammetry studies. Three predeposition potentials, more positive than
-1.10 V v s . SCE, (namely, -1.0, -0.80, and -0.700 V v s .
SCE), were applied to obtain different coverages of zinc on
the surface. The cathodic polarization curves obtained for
the hydrogen evolution reaction both on the Zn-free Monel
Kh00 and the zinc-covered Monel K500 are shown in Fig. 3.
The Tafel slopes are in the range from 118 to 125 mV/
decade. According to literature, 1'2~Tafel slope of 118 to
125 mV/decade indicates eight possible hydrogen evolution
mechanisms, namely: slow discharge-fast recombination
mechanism and coupled discharge-electrochemical mechanism, each with various isotherms (Langmuir isotherm,
Temkin isotherm for nonactivated adsorption, and Temkin
isotherm for activated adsorption) and the last two are the
slow discharge-fast electrochemical desorption mechanism
and coupled discharge-recombination mechanism with
Langmuir isotherm. The first six possible mechanisms predict that the steady-state hydrogen permeation current is
independent of the applied cathodic current density, while
the slow discharge-fast electrochemical desorption mechanism predicts that the steady-state hydrogen permeation
current is reversely proportional to the square of the cathodic current. These mechanisms cannot be applied to ex-
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plain the experimental observations for hydrogen discharge on nickel and its alloys where the steady-state
hydrogen permeation current is directly proportional to the
square root of the cathodic current. 21'22The only reasonable
explanation of the observed experimental data is the coupled discharge-recombination mechanism which predicts
square root relationship between the steady-state hydrogen permeation current and applied cathodic current) 2 As
seen in Fig. 3, the presence of zinc monolayer on the surface
of Monel K500 inhibited the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER). For example, the hydrogen evolution current density was reduced from 34 >A/cm2 (on the zinc-free electrode) to 14 b~A/cm~ (on the electrode previously deposited
with zinc at potential - 1.0 V vs. SCE). The results obtained
from the polarization studies are summarized in Fig. 4 in
which the hydrogen evolution current (i - i J i ) at -400 mV
vs. SCE in the presence (ip) and absence (i) of a predeposited monolayer of zinc on the alloy surface is plotted as
a function of the predeposited potentials. The HER is reduced by 60% when compared with the corresponding
value obtained on a bare Monel K500 surface. Note that no
bulk deposition was possible during the experiments because the potential range in the experiments was more noble than the zinc reversible potential (-1.10 V vs. SCE).
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P o t e n t i o s t a t i c p u l s e t e c h n i q u e . - - A diffusion/trapping
model used to analyze the anodic transients was previously
developed ~Ta~by solving the modified version of Fick's second law which includes a trapping term (k.c)
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a2C

o~ = L~, } - ~

- koc

[1]

where c is the hydrogen concentration in the metal in mol/
cm 3, D~ is the apparent diffusion coefficient, (cm2/s), and ka
is the apparent trapping constant in s -1. This equation has
been solved analytically in term of two cases, namely, (i)
pure diffusion control, in which the hydrogen atom absorption rate is determined by the diffusion in the metal, and
(it) diffusion control with finite surface kinetics, in which
the hydrogen absorption rate is controlled by the flux
across the interface. Assuming that the trapping is irreversible, the first-order process and the charging time is
short enough so that the trapping sites are not saturated or
generated, i.e., the trapping constant (ka) remains constant
during the times of interest.
The experimental data analyzed by a pure diffusion control model indicated that the trapping constant varied with
charging time, which contradicts the assumption of the
model. Therefore, the pure diffusion control mode] is not
valid for our experimental results. This conclusion is the
same as that obtained by Pound for AIS14340, Monet K500,
and other metals and alloys. 23-27The diffusion control with
finite surface kinetics model, therefore, was used to analyze the data. According to this model, the total nondimensional charge passed out during the anodic discharge
process is
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The total dimensionless charge passed in is
Qm = ~

[3]

and the trapped charge is given by
{ 1 - e-~

Qr= ~

[1-~R] erf~}

[4]

where the dimensionless terms are defined by
Q-

q

[5]

FJ~/to/k~

R = katc

[6]

q is the charge density in C/cm 2, tc is the charging time in s,
J is the ingress flu:< in mo] cm -2 s -~, and F is Faraday's
constant. Since the adsorbed charge (q~d~) in C/cm 2 is invariably found to be negligible,~7'~8the q~ can be associated
with absorbed hydrogen and is approximately equal to the
anodic charge q(~)corresponding to Q~). The apparent trapping constant k~ (measured for irreversible traps in the
presence of reversible traps) can be expressed by k (DJDL),
where k is the irreversible trapping constant in s -~, D~ is the
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apparent diffusivity, and D~ is the lattice diffusivity of hydrogen in the metal.
All experimental cathodic/anodie current transients and
charge accumulation show the same shape of curves. Typical cathodic/anodie current transients and charge accumulation are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The experimental data of the charge passed out (qa) and the
total cathodic charges (qc) in the presence and absence of
zinc ions were presented in Fig. 7 and 8 as functions of
charging time.
The data were analyzed by adjusting the trapping constant (ka) in Eq. 2 and 5 until the rate of ingress was constant for all of the charging time (to). By this method, a ka
value of 0.031 s i was obtained in the presence and absence
of zinc ions; the corresponding two flux values are 1.6 •
10 _9 and 4.1 x 10 _9 mol/(cm 2 s), respectively. This ka value
(0.031 s -I) is close to Pound's values (0.017 to 0.027 s -I) for
as-received Monel K500. 2~'24 The value of the ingress flux
(J) is one order of magnitude higher than Pound's results
(0.15 to 0.21 x i0 9 mol/(cm 2 s). However, the present electrolyte is different from that used by Pound. Pound used an
acetate buffer, pH 4.8.
Using the estimated parameters k a and J, the values of qln,
qT were calculated by Eq. 3 and 4 and are shown in Fig. 9.
The decrease of the ingress rate, J from 4.1 • 10 _9 to 1.6 x
i0 9 mol/cm 2 s is mainly due to the reduction of the cathodic charge observed in the presence of underpotential
deposited zinc (see Fig. 7) which causes a decrease of the
charge density passed in qin and of the charge density which
is trapped (qT). The anodic charge (qa) is the difference between qm and q~ and is given by 24
q~ = FJ[tc - (tc/ka)lZ2QT]

[7]
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where QT is shown in Eq. 4 as a multiterm function of ka and
to. The monolayer coverage of zinc on the alloy blocks the
adsorption of hydrogen atoms on the substrateY Also, the
hydrogen discharge on deposited zinc monolayer is negligible due to the low exchange current of this process on
zinc. 29 Thus, the resultant cathodic current is reduced by
the monolayer coverage of zinc which results in the decrease of ingress flux. Consequently, (as in Fig. 8), the observed decrease in q~ in the presence of a monolayer of Zn
on the alloy surface can be attributed only to the observed
decrease of the cathodic charge density observed in Fig. 7
and to the changes of the ingress flux. Note that k~ is constant and is independent of the processes which occur at
the interface. Using the estimated parameters ka and J, the
theoretical charge passed was calculated in Eq. 2 and 5,
and the results were compared with the experimental data
in Fig. 10. Agreement has been obtained between the calculated and the experimental charge passed out values in the
absence and presence of a monolayer deposited on the alloy
surface.

Conclusion
4.~

The polarization experiments showed that underpotentim deposition of zinc effectively inhibits the discharge of
hydrogen up to 60% compared with the value obtained on
the bare Monel K500. The Tafet slopes are in the range of
180 to 125 mV/decade which indicates that HER may be
coupled discharge-recombination mechanism with the
Langmuir isotherm of hydrogen surface coverage. By using
a potentiostatic pulse technique, the trapping constant ka
was estimated to be 0.031 s -~. A decrease of the ingress rate
J from 4.1 • 10 9 to 1.6 • 10 -9 mol/cm 2 s observed in the
presence of underpotential-deposited zinc on the alloy and
was mainly due to the reduction of the cathodic charge. The
decrease in the ingress flux causes a decrease of the charge
density passed and the charge density trapped in the alloy.
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surface hydrogen concentration, mol/cm 3
hydrogen diffusion coefficient, cm2/s
apparent diffusion coefficient, cm~/s
potential, V
predeposition potential, V
anodic potential, V
cathodic potential, V
open-circuit potential, V
F a r a d a y constant, 96,487 C/eq
current density, A/cm 2
ingress flux, mol/(cm 2 s)
ka
k Da/DL apparent trapping constant, s -1
k
irreversible trapping constant, s -I
K
equilibrium constant
q
charge density, C/cm ~
qa
charge density passed out, C/cm 2
qc
cathodic charge density, C/cm 2
q~
charge density passed in, C/cm 2
qT
charge density trapped, C/cm ~
Q~ dimensionless total charge passed
Q
q/FJ~
dimensionless charge density
R
kate dimensionless time
t
time, s
tc
charge time, s
superscript ' indicates the discharge process
c
Da
D~
E
E~dep
E~
E~
Eoc
F
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J
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